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1. Show that in any graph G we have m(G) ≥ 1
2
vc(G).

Let M be a maximal matching. Then ∪M , the set of all vertices in all edges of M , is a
vertex cover. Indeed, if an edge was not covered by these vertices, then that edge could
be added to M , contradicting its maximality.

2. Show that α(G) + m(G) ≤ |V (G)|.
Let M be a maximum matching, with m = m(G) edges. Then any independent set I
contains at most m of the 2m vertices in ∪M , so |I| ≤ |V (G)| − m. This implies that
α(G) ≤ |V (G)| −m(G).

3. Determine the parameters α(G),m(G), vc(G), ec(G), dom(G) for the Petersen graph G.

α(G) = 4, m(G) = 5, vc(G) = 6, ec(G) = 5, dom(G) = 3
It is not hard to find instances of the given values. The independence number α(G) is
not more than 4: Every vertex has degree 3, so if there was an independent set of size 5,
all 15 edges would have to be incident with those 5, and the graph would be bipartite.
It’s clearly not, since it has 5-cycle. It then follows that vc(G) = |V (G)| − α(G) = 6.
The matching number m(G) is 5 because clearly there is a perfect matching (take the five
edges from the outside cycle to the inside star). This implies ec(G) = |V (G)|−m(G) = 5.
Finally, the dominating number is not less than 3, since every vertex dominates at exactly
4 vertices, so 2 vertices dominate at most 8.

4. For each of the parameters α(G),m(G), vc(G), ec(G), dom(G), characterize the connected
graphs G for which the parameter equals 1.

α(G): complete graphs — m(G): triangle and stars — vc(G): stars — ec(G): edges —
dom(G): star

5. Find a tree T with at least 2 vertices and dom(T ) 6= vc(T ).

The path P6 has dom(P6) = 2 but vc(P6) = 3.

6. (We removed the problem about chessboards, because actually we could not find a nice
solution without tedious case analysis.)

7. Show that if G is k-regular with k ≥ 1, then α(G) ≤ 1
2
|V (G)|.

Let S be an independent set of size α(G). Then V (G)\S is a vertex cover, since no edge
has both its vertices in S. Summing up the degrees of the vertices in V (G)\S gives

|E(G)| ≤
∑

v∈V (G)\S

d(v) = k · (|V (G)| − α(G)),

so
k|V (G)| = 2|E(G)| ≤ 2k · (|V (G)| − α(G)).

Rearranging gives the desired inequality.



8. Show that if G has no isolated vertices, then m(G) ≥ |V (G)|
∆(G)+1

.

Observe that if G has an edge with both vertices of degree at least 2, then removing that
edge gives a graph that also has no isolated vertices. Thus we do the following. As long as
there is an edge with both vertices of degree at least 2, we remove it, until this is no longer
possible. At that point we have a graph G∗ such that every edge has a vertex of degree
1, but there are no vertices of degree 0. Then G∗ must be a forest with each component
a star (if a vertex has degree at least 2, then the other endpoint of every incident edge
must have degree 1). Each star has at most ∆(G) + 1 vertices, since the middle vertex
has degree at most ∆(G), so there are at least |V (G)|/(∆(G)+1) stars. Picking one edge
from each star gives a matching of this size in G∗, which is also a matching in G.

9. Show that for any graph G we have dom(G) ≥ 1
3
(diam(G) + 1).

Take a path P = v0v1 · · · vk of length k = diam(G), such that it is the shortest path
between v0 and vk. Consider the vertices v0, v3, v6, . . .; there are at least (diam(G) + 1)/3
vertices in this list. If a vertex u dominated two vertices from this list, then it would give
a shorter path: The subpath of P from v3i to v3j (with i < j) has length at least 3, so
replacing that subpath with v3iuv3j gives a shorter path from v0 to vk. This holds whether
u is on P or not. Hence every vertex dominates at most one vertex from this list, so a
dominating set must have at least this many vertices, which is (k+1)/3 = (diam(G)+1)/3.

*10. Prove that for any graph G, it is possible to cover V (G) by vertex-disjoint paths using at
most α(G) paths; in other words, there exist paths P1, . . . , Pk with k ≤ α(G) such that
V (Pi) ∩ V (Pj) = ∅ for all i 6= j, and ∪V (Pi) = V (G).

Set G1 = G. Let S1 be a maximum independent set in G1, of size α(G1). Remove these
vertices and their incident edges, and let G2 be the resulting graph. Let S2 be a maximum
independent set in G2, of size α(G2), remove S2 and its edges, and let G3 be the resulting
graph. Repeat until no vertices are left.

Let Hi be the induced subgraph of Gi on the vertex set Si ∪ Si+1 (i.e., the edges of
Hi are all edges of Gi that have both endpoints in this vertex set). Since both Si and
Si+1 are independent, Hi is bipartite. The set Si is a maximum independent set in Hi

(since it is maximum in Gi), so we have α(Hi) = |Si|. By a lemma from class we have
vc(Hi) = |V (Hi)| − α(Hi) = |Si ∪ Si+1| − |Si| = |Si+1|. Because Hi is bipartite, König’s
Theorem tells us that there is a matching of size |Si+1|, which must match every vertex
in Si+1.

To summarize, for each i there is a matching that connects every vertex in Si+1 to a
vertex in Si. Taking the union of all these matchings gives vertex-disjoint paths that
cover V (G). Moreover, if one of these paths has a vertex in Si+1, then it continues into
Si, so every path reaches S1. Therefore, there are at most |S1| = α(G) paths.

Alternative solution: Let k be the minimum number of vertex-disjoint paths that cover
G, and let P1, . . . , Pk be a cover with that number of paths. Take one endpoint of each
path, and let S be this set of endpoints. We claim that S is independent. Suppose there
is an edge between two vertices of S, so we have u0v0 ∈ E(G), where u0 is an endpoint
of Pi = u0u1 · · ·um and v0 is an endpoint of Pj = v0v1 · · · vm′ . Then, because the paths
are vertex-disjoint, um · · ·u1u0v0v1 · · · vm′ is a path that can replace the two paths Pi and
Pj, giving a smaller set of vertex-disjoint paths that cover G. Thus, by minimality of k,
there is no such edge and S is independent. This implies that k ≤ α(G).

Note: We originally missed this alternative solution, which is much nicer. Daphné Rosset
was the first student to show it to us.


